Walking delays anticipatory postural adjustments but not reaction times in a choice reaction task.
During standing, anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs) and focal movements are delayed while performing a choice reaction task, compared with a simple reaction task. We hypothesized that APAs and focal movements of a choice reaction task would be similarly delayed during walking. Furthermore, reaction times are delayed during walking compared with standing. We further hypothesized that APAs and focal movements would be delayed during walking, compared with standing, for both simple and choice reaction tasks. Subjects either walked or stood on a treadmill while holding on to stable handles. They were asked to push or pull on the handles in response to a visual cue. Muscle activity was recorded from muscles of the leg (APA) and arm (RT). Our results were in agreement with previous work showing APA onset was delayed in the choice reaction task compared with the simple reaction task. In addition, the interval between the onset of APA and focal movement activity increased with choice reaction tasks. The task of walking did not delay the onset of focal movement for either the simple or choice reaction tasks. Walking did delay the onset of the APA, but only during choice reaction tasks. The results suggest the added demand of walking does not significantly modify the control of focal arm movements. However, additional attentional demands while walking may compromise anticipatory postural control.